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To.

The Principal,

Subject: To Display Information to your notice board for FREE & Repeated coaching of UPSC /KPSC /Civil
Judges for LIFETIME.
Respected sir,

We are UDX institute, started 7 years before by alumni of Top SIBM, IIM & (National Law university)
NALSAR Hyderabad. We have been consistently working for training & development of students for various
courses like UPSC/KPSC, CLAT, Judiciary services, American Law entrance- LSAT, LNAT for UK& NET.
Over period of 7yrs, we have started many centers In Bangalore, Pune, Kolkata and Mumbai. We found
that due to economic slowdown in country. Its time that educated qualified youngsters, new innovative
brains, good economist, art graduates, engineers & doctors should join Indian civil administrative & judicial
services. We need good brains who have exposure to poverty, middle class life, passion for social work,
etc. because we believe such administrators & civil judges can build better strategies to develop our India.
This will surely help to develop ecologically sustainable society& eventually better India.We know there are
many poor middle family students who dream to become big, who want to change the system- who wants
to join civil, administrative & judicial services. But, there could not get any professional coaching due to
financial problems.

Now, we would like to help those masses especially poorS deserving candidates to prepare from the best.
We have a unique concept of "UrsDay24'' through which we offer FREE repeat LIFETIME Coaching for
UPSC/KPSC, CLAT, Civil Judges, etc. Even we provide scholarships for staying facilities also. Thus, we
request you to share this information with your students who really wants to grow as good IAS, IPS, Indian
ambassador. Civil Judges, etc.

Kindly display our leaflets (attached here) to your notice boards. If you wish to have career guidance
related seminar in your college, we would love to deliver it. Kindly let us know.
Best wishes for successand growth of your college & students.

Many Thanks,
Hanmantha,
Business Head,

UDX, Bangalore
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